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This is our second Windward Sheet of the week, which is unusual. We do this to bring
you up to date on the change in JaM Summer Series rankings and to correct an error in
the previous issue on the number of laps each section completed Wednesday night. The
Spinn boats did three laps of the course, Jammers did two. This was properly reflected
in the results page at RegattaNet.
The computer recompiled the JaM Summer Series findings after Wednesday night by
adding in the final throw-out, and this change made quite a different in the race for flags
in that section. If you didn't check-back after race day, here's what you would see
now: Silver Arrow leads by two points over Carrera, and the next five boats are exactly
one point apart from each other, with Little Beauty one point behind Carrera, Fuzzy
Logic one point behind Little Beauty, White Knuckles one point behind Fuzzy Logic, and
Infinity one point behind White Knuckles.
4 - Silver Arrow
6 - Carrera
7 - Little Beauty
8 - Fuzzy Logic
9 - White Knuckles
10 - Infinity
Over in Spinnaker, the Summer Series is different, with the top six boats spreading out
by 15 points, rather than 6 in JaM, although the race for 3rd place in Spinn has three
boats just one point apart and the race for 6th place is tied.
6 - Wellenreiter
11 - Distraction
16 - Captain Blood
17 - Silk
18 - Zot
21 - Sea Raider
21 - Imagine
As we head into the last three Summer Series races of the year, many of the flags both
sections are simply too close to call, and this is especially true in JaM.
We'll see you out on the water, Jim S.
The Windward Sheet follows the SJRYC race fleet and is published at irregular
intervals throughout the season.

